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vistara experience

Environment degradation is a presentday reality, and truly an alarming one.
There are several ways in which our
cities and big industries are adversely
impacting the environment and some
communities have been proactively
working towards introducing newer
ways to preserve it. The current and
next generations must fight against
pollution, endangerment of species and
climate change, and take responsible
action towards environmental
conservation.

Making a

Green

Difference

Worldwide, June 5 is
celebrated as World
Environment Day to
encourage awareness
and action to protect our
environment.

Being a joint venture of two of
the world’s most conscientious
conglomerates, Tata group and
Singapore Airlines, Vistara’s responsibility
to follow this rich heritage becomes
even higher. As a responsible corporate
citizen, we do our bit by making a
positive impact on environment through
consistent and targeted actions.
At Vistara, we have been working
towards meeting our environment
protection objectives through various
initiatives. Sustainability is core to our
business strategy, and we operate in
a prudent manner to ensure minimum
impact on environment. Our current
fleet of A320neo aircraft are powered
by the most advanced technologies
and systems, resulting in 50 per cent
reduction in engine noise, NOx and CO2
emissions. A320neo is fuel efficient and
helps in reducing the fuel consumption,
thereby resulting in substantial savings
in fuel burn. Furthermore, a key
contributor to neo’s performance is
Sharklets, which are part of our existing
fleet. These 2.4-metre-tall wingtip
devices are standard on neo aircraft, and
result in up to four per cent reduced fuel
burn over longer sectors, corresponding
to an annual reduction in CO2 emissions
of around 900 tonnes per aircraft.
We have also deepened our
commitment to sustainable aviation
by pledging to reduce consumption of
plastic by over 50 per cent and shifting
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to eco-friendly utensils and stainlesssteel cutlery for our inflight catering. In
addition to this, our employees across
the network reaffirm our commitment
to a cleaner and sustainable
planet by planting trees on World
Environment Day.
Every year, this day brings to light the
environmental concerns and seeks to
inspire people across the globe to do
their bit to save the environment. In the
Vistara inflight magazine this month,
we commemorate World Environment
Day and pay our tribute to the planet
that sustains us all. Through our Current
Affairs feature on pages 72-78, we are
not just spreading the positive message
of water conservation but encouraging
everyone to help preserve our planet’s
most precious resource. It brings to
light reasons why it makes business
sense to focus on conserving water. The
travel and aviation sectors also have
an inherent responsibility to encourage
ethical and green tourism and create a
cohesive and harmonious relationship
between the environment and travellers.
The Photo Frames feature on pages
80-90 is an ode to the beautiful marine
life and how as humans, we sometimes
forget to owe our continuous existence
to the balance of the oceanic ecosystem.
And how can we speak of the beauty
of nature without including Ladakh
in the same breath. Ladakh, with its
awe-inspiring mountainous passes and
endless terrains beckons you to enjoy its
mesmerizing beauty, carefully preserved
over the years. The Bleisure feature on
pages 34-42 whisks you away from the
beaten path of the buzzing markets and
bustling streets of Leh and takes you
on a journey of simpler pleasures and
healing experiences.
Let us take this opportunity to make our
planet a greener and healthier place to
live in.
Happy reading!
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On The Cover
With every new initiative,
Vistara strives to curate
the perfect flying
experience for you.
Read more on pages
50-52.
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perspective

34

64

A collage of happenings from the
world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

24 Potpourri

travel

There is no better way to learn
than travelling. Vistara explores
new horizons and destinations

34 Bleisure: Leh
54 Offshore: Vienna
64 Off Beat: Bhutan

Cover story

A Vistara special feature

50 Fly Higher with Vistara
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What is making news around the world

44 Sustainable Cities
72 Be Water Positive
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Showcasing stunning images from different
facets of life

80 The Blue Membrane of Life

People
Encounters with fascinating people from various
walks of life

92 Afroz Shah

we care
Exploring initiatives of an NGO

98 Wildlife SOS

Download the Vistara
magazine app

facebook.com/
AirVistara
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Scan this QR code from your
smart phone to visit our app

vistara experience

The social buzz
The ‘new feeling’ has spread its wings in social media and
our followers can’t stop talking about Vistara

Winners of the Vistara Quiz (May 2019 issue)
Answer 1:
KLM
Dhiraj Jasutkar
Vidyasagar Mehta

Answer 2:
2014
Sumit Tiwari
Ravi Kota
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Answer 3:
Assam
Uma Dey Sarkar
Vikas Singh

vistara experience
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perspective
in passing

potpourri
A collage of happenings from the world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

This Month, That Year
June 1972 marked a turning point in the history
of this planet as the first major conference on
environmental issues was held by the United
Nations in Stockholm, Sweden on June 5. The
date has since then been celebrated as World
Environment Day (WED). The goal was to increase
awareness about pollution, population and global
warming as well as to forge a global platform that
would work towards preservation of the planet.

Walk Among Treetops in Denmark
A new observation deck has opened in Denmark which gives visitors a
chance to climb up and marvel at the beauty of the forest without disrupting
the environment. The walkway ramp of the 135 feet tall Camp Adventures
Forest Tower is made of locally sourced wood to help it to merge with the
surrounding oak, pine and birch trees. The spiralling tower weaves its way
through the dense foliage, offering visitors a 360-degree view over the trees,
hills, lakes and meadows that make up the natural landscape. There are
climbing courses and zip line adventure activities for visitors who are up for
some adrenalin rush in the lap of nature.

vistara QUIZ
Question 1: What was the eco-theme of the first ever World Environment Day?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners for each question will be eligible for prizes.
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Celebrating Peru’s Ancient Textile Heritage
A freshly renovated museum in Lima is exhibiting a
unique collection of intricately patterned and coloured
textiles, some over 3,000 years old that tell the story
of Peru’s pre-Columbian heritage. The collection also
includes mummies, musical instruments, dolls and
ceramics, all stored in vaults in the museum.

perspective
in passing

movie of the month

bollywood / hollywood

Men in Black:
International
Director: F. Gary Gray
Cast: Chris Hemsworth,
Tessa Thompson, Rebecca
Ferguson
Release Date: June 14, 2019

Bharat
Director: Ali Abbas Zafar
Cast: Salman Khan,
Katrina Kaif, Disha Patani
Release Date: June 5, 2019

Annabelle Comes Home
Director: Gary Dauberman
Cast: Vera Farmiga, Patrick Wilson,
Madison Iseman

Director: Sandeep Reddy
Vanga

Cast: Shahid Kapoor, Kiara

A night of horror follows when
Annabelle awakens the evil spirits
in the room to wreck more havoc
and target Warrens’ ten-year-old
daughter, Judy, and her friends.

Advani, Suresh Oberoi

Release Date: June 21, 2019
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*Release dates are subject to change

Kabir Singh

Release Date: June 28, 2019

perspective
in passing

on my kindle
The Mughal Feast, published by Roli Books, is a delightful transcreation of the
original handwritten Persian recipe book Nuskha-e-Shahjahani from the Mughal
emperor Shah Jahan’s time. Food historian and author Salma Yusuf Husain offers
a culinary journey into the Mughal imperial kitchen.

What was the inspiration
behind this book?
There has been a phenomenal
increase in the interest of Indian
cuisine all over the world, which
has given rise to present the
authentic and traditional recipes
and bring to life the forgotten
Mughal cuisines.
Being an archivist, connoisseur
of food and an expert cook, I
decided to handle this daunting
task. I went around the country
to find out if Mughals have left
any written account devoted
to their cuisine. Finally I found

upcoming

releases

two manuscripts on the subject
Alwan-i-Nemat and Nuskha-iShahjaani, besides a chapter on
kitchen management in Ain-IAkbari the manual of Emperor
Akbar’s reign written by one of
his courtiers, Abul Fazl.

fruits to bring a different exotic
flavour. Their dastarkhwan (table)
was a riot of colours, fragrances
and sophistication, each grain of
rice was coated with silver warq,
which aided digestion and acted
as an aphrodisiac.

What fascinates you about
the Mughal kitchens and their
culinary history?
The advent of the Muslim in
India between the 10th and 11th
centuries resulted in a great
fusion of culinary traditions.
François Bernier (a French
physician and traveller) records
that the Mughal emperors as
well as their nobles used to
consume vast quantity of fruits—
fresh and dry. Fruits were eaten
stewed, raw and preserved
in sugar and nuts. They were
called murrabas and their use
was advised by shahi hakims.
A variety of sherbats were
introduced by them, to quench
the thirst during summer. Their
cooks made pulaos mixing fresh

Drinking water was a major
item of expense in the royal
household, for Mughal
emperors were fastidious about
water and normally drank only
water from River Ganges. Akbar
called it ‘water of immortality’.
The cover illustration of the
book talks about the feast
arranged during Dara Shikoh’s
wedding. What is the culinary
significance of this event?
The wedding of Prince DaraShikoh, whom Shah Jahan
favoured as his successor, was
performed with exceptional
splendour. It was the first
major celebration after a year
in mourning for the death of
Mumtaz Mahal, the Emperor’s

queen and the mother of the
Prince. The bride was Nadira
Banu Begam, daughter of Shah
Jahan’s elder brother. The
ceremonies began in late 1632
with the formal engagement
(illustrated on the cover page).
A great banquet was thrown by
the emperor for this wedding
which had mouth-watering
dishes prepared by the master
chefs of the Royal Kitchen for
the courtiers and nobles.
You talk about how the royal
hakim was responsible for
curating the menus in those
days, instead of the chefs.
What was the reason for that?
Hakims were the personal
physicians of the Emperor.
Under the guidance of shahi
hakims, expert cooks of the
imperial kitchen prepared dishes
that were light and digestible.
Gold, silver as well as pearls and
other precious stones were used
in cooking, as per their medical
values, as advised by the hakims.

Sanjay Dutt:
One Man, Many Lives

The Miraculous True History of
Nomi Ali

By: Ram Kamal Mukherjee

By: Uzma Aslam Khan

Published by:
Rupa Publications

Published by:
Context

Price: `500

Price: `699
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The International Mango Festival
When: July 09 – 10, 2019
Where: Dilli Haat, New Delhi
India produces over eleven hundred different varieties of
mangoes and this festival showcases the best. Apart from
sampling the fresh and juicy ‘king of fruits’, visitors can also
look forward to the sale of mango-based products like pickles,
panna, jam and juice—many of them organic. Farmers and
organisations that are into ethical consumption also give
information on their organic farm-to-produce chain.

events of the month

Saga Dawa:
Buddhist Festival

Annual PRH Festival:
Celebrating Indian Writing

When: June 12–16, 2019

When: June 17, 2019

When: Till July

Where: Across Finland

Where: Gangtok, Sikkim

Where: Khan Market, New Delhi

Sindhu Darshan Festival:
Honouring River Indus

Clearwater: The Great Hudson
River Revival Music Festival

Field Day:
Music Festival

When: June 12-14, 2019

When: June 15 – 16, 2019

When: June 07-08, 2019

Where: Leh, J&K

Where: New York City, US

Where: London, UK
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*Events/Happenings dates are subject to change

Midnight Sun
Film Festival

in transit
did you know?

Aldabra giant
tortoise
is one of the
largest tortoises
in the world.

Image courtesy: Mike Johnsingh

These tortoises can weigh up to
550 pounds and have been known
to live up to 150 years. They also
eat and spread the plant seeds
and thereby help the forest to
rejuvenate naturally.
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travel
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Ladakh

A Timeless Panorama
Famed for its awe-inspiring mountainous passes, endless
wild, jagged, rocky, desolate plains and spellbinding scale,
there are many big and small joyous mysteries that Ladakh
beckons you to come and unravel.

Map not to scale

words // Nilosree Biswas

Leh

Jammu &
Kashmir
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travel
bleisure

The mud-brick ruins of the Basgo citadel perched at a height are accessible on foot

L

ocated on the upper
northern end of India,
Ladakh sprawls across
the brown, grey high
mountains of the Himalayas, with
turquoise blue high-altitude lakes.
Away from the buzzing markets
and bustling streets of Leh, there
is more to explore in real Ladakh
where nature's bounty, simpler
pleasures and healing experiences
abound.

walk through the monastery,
transporting you back in time.
Once done, do not forget to spin
the large copper prayer wheels
at the end of the monastery. The
locals consider spinning a prayer
wheel, with mindful devoted
concentration, as an act of
reverence and piety.

Basgo Citadel and
Monastery
From Alchi to Leh, the highway offers
vast expanse of wilderness unique
to Ladakh, occasionally peppered
with visuals of local rural lives. Brisk
tourist season in Ladakh spans from
June to September, the latter also
coinciding with the local farming

Alchi Monastery
Alchi Monastery is one of the
oldest monasteries in Ladakh.
A world heritage site, Alchi
was built by Tibetan Buddhist
scholar Rinchen Zangpo in the
10th century. The monastery is
a masterpiece of frescos and
murals that were created by
both Tibetan and Kashmiri
artisans resulting in a distinct
aesthetic. The colour palette of
these artworks are subtle with
liberal use of indigo, maroon and
brown depicting many stories
from Buddhist mythology. The
art seems to come alive as you

Young monks taking a break from their studies at a monastery school
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How to Get There
Vistara has daily
non-stop flights to
Leh from Delhi.

Rare Rabbit & Rareism Name/Logo are Registered Assets

GET 10% ON YOUR FIRST PURCHASE

CODE:10VIS
*T&C: FOR ONLINE ONLY

Image credit: Irfan Nabi

travel
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The Uletokpo camping site beside River Indus

In Uletokpo, a sleepy Ladakhi
village, it’s about you and
nature, the mountains
and the gurgling Indus river.

The distinctive three-colour-stupas at the Basgo Monastery

time. It is quite a sight to watch
hordes of Ladakhi women working
rigorously in the fields as you drive
towards Nimmu, a fairly big village.

Though spectacular, this place
remains off-the-grid for most
travellers due to its remote location
and sharp height.

Closer to Nimmu, looking on the
left, one would spot the Basgo
Monastery that stands high on top
of a rugged brown mountain with
the adjacent Basgo Palace. Built
by the kings of Tibet, the Grag Pa's
in the 16th - 17th century, Basgo
Monastery is perhaps the only
example of Ladakh's indigenous
building method, of using mud
bricks and stone, a technique that
is hardly prevalent now.

Uletokpo

Listed as one of the 2,000 world
monuments of importance, Basgo
Monastery and Palace is a sight for
those discerning travellers who love
architecture and archaeology. The
Monastery dedicated to Maitreya
Buddha has three temples and is
considered to be a meditative spot.
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70 km away from Leh on
the Srinagar–Leh highway,
surrounded by majestic
mountains, on the banks of Indus
is a small camping site called
Uletokpo. Originally a sleepy
Ladakhi village, the location has
been steadily gaining attention
due to its proximity to the gushing
cool waters of the river, a rarity
in this region. Here it’s about you
and nature, the mountains and
the gurgling Indus river. With
no roads, no cars and no diesel
fumes, the beauty of the landscape
pulls you in for a night stay or two,
in one of the few camps that the
tiny location has. The evening here
is magical under the star-laden sky
and the mountainous breezy air.

Image credit: Irfan Nabi

Insider's view

A visit to the local artisan's cooperative
ensures a warm friendly interaction with
locals, over a cup of Tibetan green tea.
Rashmi Soni,

Corporate
Communications

"When in Leh, feel the
adrenaline rush while
floating over the mystic
confluence of Indus and
Zanskar rivers, the highest
rafting point in the world.
The easiest stretch with
Grade 1 rapids is Tsogsti
to Sangam where one can
swirl on the river while
enjoying the spectacular
landscape of lofty
mountains and tiny hamlets.
The waters are at their wild
best in the stretch between
Padum and Nimu. The rapids
on this route are mostly
in the range of grade 3 to
5, perfect for the skilled
rafters. Passing through
the ancient Zanskar
gorge, the landscape
with deep canyons and
hilltop monasteries is
breathtaking."

Choglamsar
On the Leh-Manali highway, 5
km away from the capital city,
lies Choglamsar, an erstwhile
village and now a small town that
still retains its authentic oldworld charm.
You may chance upon a motley
group of boy monks out on their
break from long hours of lessons
or a chirpy old Ladakhi man
happy to help with the address.
Local bazaars are very basic
and have more than one bakery
churning out various kinds of
popular flatbreads every morning
and evening.
Here in the quaint lanes stands the
local artisan's cooperative—a craft
centre that promotes Ladakhi and
Tibetan handicrafts. Many of the
handicrafts exhibited here have

originated from western Tibet.
These include Thanka paintings,
copper utensils, wood carved items,
Tibetan scarves, silk decorations,
carpets and more. A visit here
ensures a warm friendly interaction
with the manager, perhaps a cup
of Tibetan green tea and some
interesting stories about the origin
of these traditional crafts.
Do not skip a stroll on the
Choglamsar bridge, few metres
away over the Indus. The iron
bridge which connects the local
hub with interior villages is layered
with thousands of fluttering
colourful prayer flags on both
sides, creating a sense of positivity.
Inhale the fresh air and enjoy the
scenery of Stok Kangri Range right
at your eye level. It may seem
that the mountains are closer to
you now.

vistara QUIZ
Question 2: Which is the world's longest flight by distance?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners for each question will be eligible for prizes.
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travel
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explore the city
The bustling cultural hub has many facets for travellers to explore

The pristine whitedomed Shanti Stupa
is located atop a
rocky hill and can be
accessed either by car
or on foot through a
steep set of rock cut
steps. The dizzying
height and remote
location of the pagoda
ensure that a hushed
silence follows you to
the top, where a bird's
eye view of the entire
area greets you.

There are many cosy eateries that serve
authentic Tibetan meals in the lanes behind
Leh's Old Fort Road. Try tigmo (vegetable
stew), saag (spinach cooked with red chillies
in mustard oil), holkur (Ladakhi cookies),
thukpa (noodle soup), skieu (wheat-flour
balls eaten with meat or veggies) and
Ladakhi pulao (rice). Wash it all down with
sea buckthorn juice (Ladakhi berry juice) or
chhang (locally brewed beer).

Thiksey Monastery is a 12-storied charming
Gompa that beckons the nomad in you. Visit
early in the morning to catch the prayers
or time it to sunset when the rays seem to
filter through the seemingly endless strings
of fluttering Tibetan flags setting the whole
monument aflame.

Visit

eat

With its mud-houses, stupas, palace and
winding alleys, the Old Town of Leh is a
veritable treasure chest of photo-ops. The
ancient Tibetan architecture of buildings
such as Jama Masjid and Leh Palace blend
seamlessly with the contemporary art
cafes and shops in Leh's Old Town.

Leh has many multi cuisine
restaurants as well to cater
to its global travellers. Try
'Bon Appetit' or 'World
Garden Cafe' for pizzas,
'Yum Yum Food n Cafe' for
a continental breakfast,
'Sky Wok Ladakh' for some
Thai and Vietnamese
food and 'Amigo Korean
Restaurant' for Korean
cuisine.
Jewellery made of pure silver, with vibrant
turquoise and coral pieces studded are worn
traditionally by Ladakhis and Tibetans. You will
find a wide range of necklaces, earrings, rings,
bracelets, head pieces and ceremonial costume
jewellery while shopping in Ladakh.

shop
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For some authentic local souvenirs like rugs,
shawls, Buddha masks, prayer wheels, beads,
flags, 'chhang' pots with intricate carvings,
(traditionally used to serve tea or alcoholic
beverages), head to the Tibetan Handicraft
Emporium (Main Bazaar Road) or Tibetan
Handicraft Community Showroom (Choglamsar).
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Welcomhotel The Savoy, Mussoorie -

Vintage hospitality in the hills
Frozen in time, Welcomhotel The Savoy
Mussoorie is synonymous with old world
grandeur and nobility. Dating back to the
1800s, the hotel has hosted notable
personalities like Queen Mary- the then
Prince of Wales, the Emperor of Ethiopia, the
Prince of Laos, Nobel Laureate Pearl S Buck
amongst several others.
Set in 11 acres of verdant greens, the
English Gothic style hotel echoes the
burnished elegance of the bygone. Each of
the rooms and suites afford sweeping
panoramic views of the surroundings with a
whiff of nostalgic grace.

Pamper your palate at the stately Grand
Dining Room or indulge your adventurous
spirit with a packed picnic hamper. Uncover
serenity by humming a tune with nature at
the alfresco dining.
Invigorate your inner author at the Writer’s
Bar. A treasure trove of tales frequented by
the likes of Rudyard Kipling.
For occasions fit for legends, waltz into the
Royal Ballroom, the ideal setting for lavish
banquets and celebrations. For smaller
gatherings with between 30 – 400 guests in
attendance replicate the magic in the
function rooms or move the party into the
crisp fresh air outdoors at the Beer Garden or
the Central Lawn.

Experience the best in rejuvenation at the
exclusive spa. Deep rooted in authenticity,
moments here allow stress and tension to
melt away.
An expression of the extraordinary,
Welcolmhotel, The Savoy redefines
elegance in architecture and design.
It is located in the heart of Mussoorie at the
Library end of the Mall Road and the Gandhi
Chowk. It is 32 kms for the railway station
and 55 kms form the Jolly Grant airport.

current affairs
Go Green

A field of heliostats and their central heat collecting tower at a Gemasolar Thermasolar Plant in Spain

Green
Engines of Growth

It has been estimated that by 2050, close to two-thirds
of the world’s population will be living in urban areas.
This makes it imperative that our cities take the lead in
showing the path to a greener and cleaner future.
words // Sidharth Sharotri
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current affairs
Go Green

hat the world is
facing a climate and
resource crisis as a
result of conspicuous
consumption is common
knowledge. Today, we consume
more and waste more than we
ever have in history. There are,
however, a few shining beacons
of light in this fight against the
dying of planet Earth. These are
technologies, innovations and
initiatives that are trying to redress
the ecological balance.

mirrors called heliostats. It took
four years to build and has so
far cost 35 million euros. PS10
produces about 23,400 megawatthours (MWh) per year, for which it
receives 271 euros per MWh under
its power purchase agreement,
equating to a revenue of 6.3 million
euros per year.

T

Green Fashion, Milan
Eco Age, a sustainable fashion
consultancy, recently organised the
Green Carpet Fashion Awards in
Milan. This unique event featuring
the who’s who of the global fashion
business, celebrated sustainability
initiatives such as ethical sourcing
and eco-friendly labour processes in
the fashion world. The consultancy
also made recommendations for
more responsible business practices,
for the mutual benefit of people and
our planet.

Heliostat System, Seville
A heliostat system is a mirror or
set of movable mirrors designed
to reflect sunlight. The PS10
Solar Power System just outside
Seville, Spain, is the world’s first
commercial concentrating solar
power tower. The 11 megawatt
solar power tower produces
electricity with 624 large movable

Floating Trash Barrier,
Chennai
This ruthlessly simple device
collects floating trash from the
surface of a flowing water body.
Unlike other river cleanup methods
that require men wading into
dangerous flowing water or boats
that use fuel, the floating trash
barrier requires nothing but the

In 12 months, the
floating barrier
trapped over
20,000 tonnes
of coastal debris
in Chennai and
did not allow it to
contaminate the
larger water body.

A floating waste trapping barrier that keeps beaches clean
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Lease Cars at Best Prices!
Toyota Innova Crysta

Hyundai Creta
`32,000

`29,000*

Super
Deal!

Add maintenance at just `2,000 p.m.

`43,000

`39,400*

Add maintenance at just `2,000 p.m.

Why Lease?
Zero down payment

Option to include maintenance

Fully tax deductible

Upgrade car at end of lease term

Includes full term insurance

No impact on borrowing capacity

Interested in any other car or these cars for other locations? Contact us!

*Per month, for base variant, inclusive of taxes.
These prices are indicative for Gurgaon, 36 months & 36,000 kms.

leaseplan.com
Leasing is a smart way of acquiring vehicles. It allows you to unblock
your capital and provides for financial flexibility that a business demands.
It also takes away the hassle of maintenance, insurance, repairs and resale.
What you are left with is more cash and time to grow your business!
Vehicles for: Corporates | SMEs | Self employed professionals
For more information: Email: reachus@leaseplan.co.in | Call: 1860 500 5050/1860 419 5050

current affairs
Go Green

According to Norway’s National
Transport Plan, by 2023, Oslo
will have wireless charging
infrastructure for all its taxis.

natural flow of water to collect
trash and works 24x7. Developed
and deployed by AlphaMERS,
a Bengaluru-based marine
engineering organisation, it’s not
only the most successful of its kind
in the world (20,000 tonnes of solid
floating trash trapped and removed
in 12 months), it is also harmless
for marine life since it works just a
few feet below the surface of water.
Given its success AlphaMERS has
deployed this system in Bengaluru,
Puducherry and Tuticorin.

Renewable Energy and
Electric Mobility, Oslo

Top: An urban farm in Detroit; Above: Electric cars are getting charged

Despite being one of the largest
exporters of crude oil in the
world, 99% per cent of all the
energy that Norway produces is
from its hydro power plants, and
therefore, renewable. This push
for sustainability can be seen in
their transport sector as well. In
2018 alone, 30% per cent of cars
sold in Oslo were electric. This
trend stretched across the rest
of Norway as well. According to
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Norway’s National Transport Plan,
by 2023, Oslo will have wireless
charging infrastructure for all
its taxis. Also, by 2030, all new
vehicles sold across the country
will be electric.

Urban Farming, Detroit
The collapse of Detroit’s
automotive industry left a massive
wound in what was once among
the world’s richest cities. And, from
its ashes has risen a true ecological
success story – the urban farm.
Most of these farms are created
and managed as co-operative
societies by people that live in
nearby neighborhoods. Part of
a movement generally referred
to as the ‘Greening of Detroit’, it
also includes a rising collection
of pedestrian-friendly greenways
to encourage biking and walking;
tree plantings on lands that are
turning vacant and developments
along the city’s riverfront that have
transformed it from a concrete
corridor to an aesthetically
pleasing place.

IT’S TIME TO

vistara special
Cover story

FLY HIGHER
Vistara beckons you to a world where you will look forward to flying
again. An airline that has plenty of legroom but no room for anything
that’s second best. Where gourmet meals scintillate your taste
buds. Where inflight entertainment goes on for over 72 hours.
Where you won’t be charged for seat selection, and rewards will
come pouring faster than you can imagine with Club Vistara.
It’s the airline that gave India its first Premium Economy Class.
It’s an experience that has already won many hearts and the Trip
Advisor Best Airline in India award, two years in a row. Vistara now
flies to 24 cities with 170* daily flights, and is constantly growing in

The bright aubergine stands out just the way our brand philosophy
does. Every detailing in art represents our eye for detail. In the
clutter of all similar looking airline ads, Vistara’s new look for Fly
Higher will definitely turn heads and leave behind a never-ending
trail of wonder and enchantment.
So come aboard and experience what it’s like to not give into cold
sandwiches, crammed up spaces and assembly line service
practices. Experience what it’s like to truly Fly Higher.

size and scale. Fueled with the service of a crew that compels you
to smile.
And all this because Vistara knows that you live a life of a certain
standard. You dine finer, travel farther, stay at stylish hotels and are
used to quality service. Then why compromise when it comes to
flying? That’s why we brought in a new wave of change.
We made sure that even our Fly Higher campaign’s new look is as
fresh and uplifting as our services.

*Planned schedule for June 2019

Choicest gourmet meals served with warm smiles

Priority check-in and faster upgrades to business class
with Club Vistara, India’s fastest rewarding
frequent flyer program

Experience the exclusive lounge at Delhi airport’s terminal T3
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170
flights daily,
to 24 cities

*Planned schedule for June 2019

India’s first and only Premium Economy cabin

Crew trained to the exacting standards of Tata & Singapore Airlines
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off shore
Vienna

Vienna

Embracing ethical tourism
With a rich past and historic treasures, Vienna has
moved past its luxe image to focus on a sustainable
future with a thoughtful and all-encompassing
environmental policy in place.
words // Sahil Banga

U

pon reaching Vienna,
it is advisable to look
out of the aircraft
window as swathes
of green fields dotted
with solar windmills greet you.
The slow whirring of the windmills
is symbolic of Viennese life, which
you would realise later as you
explore the city.
Vienna is in many ways a
pioneer amongst its European
counterparts, in that it has been
able to provide its citizens with
not just ‘one of the best’ but the
‘very best’ of living standards. It
doesn’t come as a wonder that
Vienna has been winning the
tag of ‘Most Liveable City In The
World’ consecutively for a decade
now, in the annual Quality of
Living survey. Add to it that one

Above: Monument that honours Mozart in the Burggarten Park; Below: Palmenhouse, a Viennese cafe, situated inside a greenhouse
next to the Hofburg complex, in the heart of the city.

fourth of the country’s population
lives in Vienna, yet the overpopulated city has managed to
strike a balance and enhance its
living standard. Their integrated
smart city strategy is bearing
fruits today and will continue
doing so in the future. It has also
helped them win the World’s
Smartest City honour in the 2019
Smart City Strategy Index.
All these achievements can
be linked to the fact that
Austria is one of the leading
countries in Europe to have its
environmental policy in place.
And it’s not just the government
of the country but also its

essentials

people who should be given
equal credit. The story goes
back to 1978 when the Austrian
government, in a referendum,
asked its citizens to choose
between selecting or rejecting
the usage of nuclear power. And
the majority voted to reject it.
Today, two-third of Austria’s
energy comes from renewable
sources and the rest from fossil
fuels (gas and oil power plants).
Austria currently produces more
than half of its electricity from
hydropower and harnesses other
renewable energy sources such as
wind, solar and biomass powerplants to achieve the feat.

Country

Language

Currency

Temperature

Austria

German

Euro

22°C (max), 14°C (min)
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You can fly to Vienna
with Vistara’s codeshare
partner British Airways,
and interline partners
Aeroflot, Emirates,
Lufthansa, Qatar Airways,
Swiss and Turkish Airlines.

off shore
Vienna

The sprawling gardens around
Schönbrunn Palace, studded with trees,
botanical vegetation, ponds, fountains,
an orangery and even a zoo, add to the
city’s green cover.
As a visitor to the city, amongst
the first few things you notice
is the clean air and sweet water.
With negligible pollution, the
air you breathe feels like pure
oxygen and water you drink
like elixir. Whether it is waste
management, limits on airborne
pollution, regulations on the
use of pesticides and fertilisers,
raising the water quality of lakes,
rehabilitation of protective
forests, management of natural
resources, sustainable agricultural
policies, climate protection acts,
sustainable urban development,
innovative solutions on mobility
or green space planning, Austrian
legislation takes environmental
concerns rather seriously.

with beautiful art application.
There would be heavy stucco
work, a sculpture or just an art
piece hung around, making the
city brim with stories in every
possible facade.

Schönbrunn Palace, boasting
1,441 rooms, is more than 300
years old. It gives a glimpse
into the imperial lifestyle of the
Habsburg monarchs, peeking
into residential suites, imperial
apartments and state rooms
that include salons, studies,
dressing rooms, mirrors rooms,
carousel room, breakfast
cabinet, billiard room, and
much more. Carrying the
English audio guide is highly
recommended as it gives vital
A colourful tour
information as you visit each
Taking a tour of Vienna is like going room – about the inhabitants,
through a fairy-tale setting. The
the artworks, furnishing, décor,
green spaces in the city are endless functionality and highlights.
with over 2000 parks that envelop
  
more than half of its urban areas.
MuseumsQuartier Wien is
Take a stroll through the large
not just the largest museum
parks that boast infinite varieties of complex of Austria but a
flora. Whether it is Prater, Augarten, thriving centre of modern art
Stadtpark, Volksgarten, Burggarten and cultural activities, the
or Botanical Garden, one is sure to coolest courtyard to hang
get delightfully surprised with so
out at and a ready reckoner
much nature around.
into the world of art. Several
bars, cafes, restaurants, retail
Every sight in the city is beautiful,
stores, events and makeevery building is artistic and
shift arrangements make this
every turn beholds a new vista.
place a must-visit for cultureEvery building screams grandeur,
vultures and art connoisseurs.
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off shore
Vienna
Scotland

The weekend farmers’ market in Vienna

When on a shopping spree
Naschmarkt, the historic 16th
century market, is undoubtedly
Austria’s most popular outdoor
market, stretching to 1.5kms. A
melting pot of exotic goods from
around the world, it also gives a
glimpse into the multicultural
Austrian life, where locals and
visitors can buy merchandise,
drink at the several diners, sample
different cuisines, or just enjoy
the vibe. Throw in occasional
accordion players or guitarists
crooning alongside the merchants
selling their wares, and you have
a symphonic cacophony at this
daytime market. Don’t forget to
visit the market on a Saturday
when it extends a little further to
accommodate a flea market as well.

Local

insights

Vienna also accounts for a lot of organic
farms and there are many farmers’
markets in the city that sell fresh
seasonal produce.
Organic delights
For organic, ecological or
sustainable products, Vienna is a
heaven. While countless organic
bakeries and restaurants, known
for traditional methods of cooking,
are a given, one can expect
the highest quality ingredients
produced through sustainable
ways of agriculture. Vegetarians
rejoice as most of these restaurants
don’t serve meats. Vienna also
accounts for a lot of organic

Around the city
A big bus tour with a recorded
guide gives out as much
information as one could
gather about the city. But the
experience of being driven
around in a horse-drawn
carriage is most memorable
for travellers. The historic city
comes alive in this magical
ride, leaping from eras
to eras.
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farms so the produce is fresh at
the restaurants, and there are
many farmers’ markets in the city
that sell fresh seasonal produce.
One can even have a high quality
organic wine, processed with
biodynamic guidelines.
Vienna is supremely beautiful
and full of historical treasures, all
you have to do is spend quality
time with it and breathe in the
purest air!

Bee Happy
Vienna is known for its
wide range of honey, owing
to over 5,000 bee colonies
in the city managed by 600
beekeepers in the summer.
The beehives are found not
just at green spaces but
at prominent landmarks
like Vienna State Opera,
Natural History Museum
and City Hall.

Worried about NEET?
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MCI approved

Join over 16,000 St. George’s graduates who have
practiced medicine in more than 50 countries.

3

96

%

rd

largest source of doctors
for the entire
US workforce.1

2018 USMLE Step 1
first-time pass rate for
SGU students –
from 49 countries2

940+

70+

US residencies in 2019
No other medical school
provides more new doctors
to the US health care system

Affiliated clinical
hospitals in the
US, UK and Grenada

Applications are open
for August 2019
For appointment:
Toll Free 1800 5729 921
WhatsApp +91 81303 87800
Email admissionindia@sgu.edu
www.sgu.edu/india

1 According to US Medical Regulatory Trends
and Actions 2018 as published by the
Federation of State Medical Boards.
2 http://www.usmle.org/performance-data

in transit
did you know?

A statue of a

dodo bird

in Île aux
Aigrettes, a
nature reserve
in Mauritius,
reminds visitors
of all that has
been lost.

Image courtesy: Mike Johnsingh

The dodo, a large flightless
bird that was endemic to
Mauritius has been extinct
for over 300 years. Today,
conservationists are trying
to reconstruct Mauritius'
original ecosystem on this
small island.
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travel off beat
Bhutan
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R

emote. Landlocked
between China
and India. Least
industrialised, but
bestowed with
incredible cultural riches. The
country is home to 8,00,000 happy
citizens, proudly upholding their
maverick King’s unconventional
patent metric, Gross National
Happiness. Ecstasy is guaranteed,
even before setting foot into the
exotic Kingdom of Bhutan.

Mystically modern
Adrenaline kicks in as the aircraft
glides precariously close to
harsh 18,000ft mountain peaks
and descends rapidly onto
the almost-hidden runway of
Paro international airport. The
unpretentious Buddhist templestyle airport sets the stage
for a quaint adventure in The
Land of the Thunder Dragon. A
recommended starting point is the
largest city and capital, Thimphu.
Hairpin bends turn powerless as

Showing the way
to a green planet

Bhutan

Named after a powerful mythical creature,
shrouded in ancient Buddhist mythology and
iconographed by dreamy dzongs, Bhutan
is among the world’s top 10 biodiversity
hotspots and the only carbon-negative
country on the planet.
words // Punita Malhotra
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travel off beat
Bhutan

The 169 ft tall bronze statue of Lord Buddha Dordenma in Thimpu

eyes hook to the rugged brown
mountains skyline, softened by
gentle flow of the relentless Raidak
under a cloudless blue umbrella.
The city is an unexpected medley
of mystic and modern. From
hand-signalling traffic policemen
and timber-trimmed Bhutanese
houses to men in knee-length
gho and women in ankle-length
kira, culture continues to be
championed conscientiously all

Local

insights

over. Archery is a much-loved
national sport, but shooting cue
ball at snooker bars is gaining
momentum. Spinning the prayer
wheel is second habit, as is
smartphone browsing. Traditional
emma datshi (stir-fried chilli
peppers cooked with cheese
or butter) with red rice, jasha
maroo (spicy chicken), phaksha
paa (meat with red chilli) and
momos (meat stuffed dumplings)
make for a special meal, but

Biodiversity Hotspot
As per the Royal Society for
Protection of Nature (RSPN),
Bhutan falls under one of
the ten global biodiversity
‘hotspots’. This is because its
location gives it access to an
incredible range of habitat,
from rainforests to alpine
meadows, which encourages
the growth of diverse plant
and animal species.
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the demand for new-age cafes
and international food joints is
rising. The Kuenselphodrang
Nature Park with its 169 ft bronze
Buddha Dordenma statue is a
favourite retreat. So is the Clock
Tower Square sprinkled with
shopping outlets, restaurants and
amphitheatre seating…youth
hangout for hip-hop dancing, live
shows, fund-raisers and sports
events. Thimphu is embracing the
new, without letting go of the old.

Adventure Seekers
From kayaking and rafting
on the untamed rivers fed
by the glacial melt to cycling
the lesser-known regions, or
spotting jungle life in Manas
Royal National Park, outdoor
activities are aplenty. The
Panbang river in Bhutan also
offers some thrilling and
remote camping, river rafting
and fly-fishing options.

travel off beat
Bhutan

Insider's view

Ritu Sinha
Human Resources

“A visit to Bhutan is an
experience unlike any
other. It goes much beyond
its striking natural beauty
and ancient culture. It is
like discovering a whole
new way of life. The people
sparkle with happiness
and warmth, and the
good vibes are infectious.
One must plan a trek
to Taktsang Monastery
popularly known as Tiger’s
Nest which clings to a cliff,
a dizzying 900m above
Paro Valley’s lush rice
fields. Spring is the ideal
time to visit Bhutan when
you can also witness the
masked dance between
gods and demons during
the Paro Tshechu Festival.”

Prayer wheels at Lhakhang Changangkha, a 12th century monastery in Thimphu
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White-washed facades of Dzongs are
adorned with glorious frescoes and
elaborate carvings of thunderbolts with
colourful clouds, dragons and lotuses.
The National Textile Museum
gives insight into how Bhutan
is steadfastly preserving its
art heritage. Exhibits include
woven fabric with applique
and embroidery of nature
motifs, mandalas and mythical
creatures. National Institute
for Zorig Chusum showcases
handicrafts like brass Buddha
figurines, colourful papier-mâché
masks and Thimphu’s famous
handmade paper. Priceless
souvenirs effectively promoting
the thriving eco-tourism.
An unmissable highlight is
Tashichho Dzong (fortress
of the glorious religion). Its
imposing facade of white walls,
red tapered roofs, symmetrical
windows and fine, colourful
woodwork is a sight in itself. The
dzong houses the throne room
and government offices that
drive progressive initiatives like
timber export ban, hydroelectric
projects, subsidies for LED
lighting, free electricity to
discourage use of wood fuel
and electric transport. Recently,
in a vigorous afforestation
programme, 108,000 saplings
were planted to celebrate the
birth of the new prince. On the
agenda are ambitious pledges for
a paperless government, 100%
organic agriculture and a wastefree environment. The Kingdom
of the Clouds is demonstrating
the way to a green world and
everyone is noticing.
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Heavenly zen
Mission Bhutan is incomplete
without the quintessential dzong
experience. Since ancient times,
these architectural marvels,
often perched on cliff-sides
or at confluence of rivers,
have functioned as fortresses,
monasteries and administrative
headquarters. Impressive
construction using hundreds
of wooden planks and no nails.
Circuitous and slow routes
become rewarding journeys at
the sight of white-washed facades
adorned with glorious frescoes and
elaborate carving of thunderbolts
with colourful clouds, dragons
and lotuses. In the hallowed
monastic spaces, air is heavy with
billowing incense, groups of redrobed monks chant, blow slender
trumpets and perform masked
dances. Fact and fantasy merge
here, and legends of reincarnation
and levitation, demons and deities,
Yeti and Takin seem true, at least
momentarily. This religious faith,
guarded lovingly, is the eternal
guiding light for society and
governance.
Every dzong drips zen, and
each has its distinctive features.
Of special mention is Trongsa
Dzong (190 km from Thimphu),
a sprawling ancestral home of
the Royal Family, located in a
misty forested gorge boasting
breathtaking views of the Mangde
River. Another must-see is the
Punakha Dzong in Bhutan’s winter

travel off beat
Bhutan

essentials
Country
Bhutan

LanguageS
Dzongkha and
English

Currency
Indian Rupee
and Bhutanese
Ngultrum

Temperature
20°C (max),
11°C (min)

capital, Punakha (83 km from
Thimphu). Surrounded by lush
forests between two rivers, it is
accessed by crossing the lovely
Bazam Bridge.

magic tiger. A laborious 3-4 hour
walk up a narrow path leads a
view gratifying enough to convert
any exercise-shirker into a hiking
aficionado.

The dzong pilgrimage finale (on
every Bhutan traveller’s wishlist) is
Tiger’s Nest (60 km from Thimphu).
This pristine white monument
with golden pinnacles is the
most photographed site in the
country, and for good reason. Its
location—clinging mysteriously
to a cliff side 3,000 feet above the
Paro Valley floor and its lineage—
Guru Rinpoche (credited with
introducing Buddhism in the
nation) is said to have established
the monastery in the 8th century
by reaching the top on a flying

Earthly reverence
Bhutan is the unblemished dream
destination of every die-hard nature
lover. Contoured rice terraces and
bountiful orchards that bask in the
warm sunshine. Pure glacial peaks,
towering mountain ranges and icyblue lakes that spell timelessness.
And gushing green rivers that instil
an intense craving for unfettered
living. The pristine serenity soothes
the core of one’s being and that
Bhutanese-Buddhist reverence for
nature unconsciously seeps into
the soul.

Bhutan is renowned for its pure glacial peaks,
towering mountain ranges and icy-blue lakes
that spell timelessness.

It is this very sentiment that has
empowered the country to press
forth a constitution mandate for
a minimum of 60 per cent land
to remain under forest cover
(right now that number is 75 per
cent). Result? Bhutan is the only
carbon-negative nation on the
planet, with its forests absorbing
over 6 million tons of carbon
dioxide annually, four times more
than what it emits. Abundant
flora and fauna, including the
rare blue poppy and native
wildlife like royal Bengal tigers,
snow leopards, yak, one-horned
rhino and elephants, all roam
free in the country’s 5 million
acre corridor of protected areas.
Bhutan also generates clean
renewable electricity from its
fast-moving streams for export (a
whopping 70 per cent is sold to
India). Another significant gift to
the world.
Some of the world’s most stunning
hiking trails wait to be discovered
at the dreamy Phobjikha Valley
or Gangtey (130 km from
Thimphu). It is a wonderland of
semi-tropical, pine-forested and
alpine landscapes overflowing
with vibrant rhododendron,
blooming wildflowers and dwarf
bamboos. The area is also famous
for hundreds of rare, migratory
black-necked cranes during
winter season.

Responsible travel
Visiting an unusual land like
Bhutan calls for an open mind
and sensitive choices. Travellers
can encourage sustainable
tourism by staying in log
cabins or home stays, picking
local guides and shopping for
genuine handicrafts. This is one
destination that deserves to
remain exclusive. After all, it is
the last Shangri-La.

The Punakha Dzong Monastery, where all of Bhutan’s kings have been crowned
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There is no ordinary

Holiday GaTeway

Key Features
❖ Ideal for business travellers, Hotel Sandy’s

Tower is close to various IT and tech parks
such as TCS, Infosys, Fortune Tower, Tech
Mahindra. Not only this, it is also close to
XIMB and other famous institutes such as
KIIT, KIDS, KIIMS, and many more.

❖ The hotel is 10.5 km away from Biju

Pattnaik International Airport.
❖ Top features of the hotel include 24-

hour room service, facilities for disabled
guests, WiFi in public areas, valet parking,
and huge parking area.

can be found in selected rooms. Two
in-house restaurants – Xenia – Multi
Cuisine Restaurant where we have served
international players/ guests and the
WOK (Authentic Thai restaurant) and a
lounge bar HI-5 are available for guests.

❖ This modern hotel is in the vicinity of

❖ 73 rooms spread over 5 floors offer

❖ Lush green large lawns to host marriages

popular city attractions such as Regional

modern comforts such as television LCD/

for around 5000 or more people at a

Plant Resource Centre, Pathani Samanta

plasma screen, Internet access, smoking

time. 3 Banquet halls to host conferences

Planetarium, and ISKCON Temple.

& non-smoking rooms, and bath tub

meetings and more.

HOTEL SANDY’S TOWER

Plot No. : P-1 & P-1/A, Jaydev Vihar, Bhubaneswar - 751013, Odisha (India) Tel: +91 674 666 5555,
Fax: +91 674 666 5500, Mob: +91 90401 55555, E.mail: reservation@sandystower.com,
Website: www.sandystower.com, Toll Free - 18004205555
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Be
Positive
Water is the most critical common property. Since time immemorial, we have
worshipped and hailed it as sacred. Perennial river valleys helped blossom our diverse
cultures, complex societies, governance systems and civilisations. But, like with
everything else, we have crossed long ago the tipping point of exploiting our aquatic
resources. We are drying up our ground waters rapidly, melting our glaciers far quickly
and mindlessly polluting what we have—an act of collective self-destruction. Every
year on June 5, we celebrate World Environment Day. Can this year be the single
biggest turning point in the history of our times; can we do something miraculous to
save our waters, and ourselves? It’s time to decide…
words // Abhishek Chaturvedi

s trustees of this
common property
resource inherited
from our ancestors,
we need to converge and co-create
some very serious, non-negotiable
and sustainable solutions, so as
to ensure that we pass on this
resource to our children with
utmost responsibility.

A
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Of course, we aren’t the ones
who started it all — ‘It was
always burning, since the world’s
been turning’! However, since
the scientific and industrial
revolution during the 18th century,
scramble for colonies, mass
production of goods, expansion
of markets, demographic boom,
measurement of world progress
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AJAY KUMAR GARG
ENGINEERING COLLEGE,
GHAZIABAD
Affiliated to Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University (AKTU), Lucknow
Accredited by NAAC

Be part of the unmatched record breaking performances in the College that
enables students to realize their full potential

Website : www.akgec.ac.in
www.facebook.com/akgecweb
www.twitter.com/AKGECGZB
Excellent Academic Results, Placements & Infrastructure
makes AKGEC the right choice for you

B.Tech.
CSE ECE ME IT
EN EI CE

M.Tech.
CSE EN ECE
ME A&R

MCA
Master of Computer
Applications

mba
(AKGIM – CODE : 820)

Marketing Finance
HR International Business

MILESTONES
❖ Recipient of Academic Excellence Trophy for “Best Engineering College in UPTU” for Two Successive Years from H.E., The Governor of U.P.
❖ The only Institution in U.P. to have approval from DST, Govt. of India, for establishment of Centre of Relevance and Excellence in Industrial

Automation & Robotics
❖ Skill Development Centre established in partnership with and supported by National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC)
❖ “Best LabVIEW Academy in India” Award by National Instruments

❖ Award for Excellence & Innovation in Robotic Education by All India Council for Robotics & Automation (AICRA)
❖ “Best Industry Institution Association” Award by Royal Academy of Engineering, UK
InNovative Projects by Students

❖ First Prize in World Robot Olympaid, India Competition at Ahmedabad
❖ Student Project “Win Switch” awarded amongst best three projects by “US-India Startup Forum” alongwith other two projects from alumni

of IIT Kanpur & IIM Ahmedabad
❖ Winner of Inspiration Award in Smart India Hackathon organized by Ministry of HRD & AICTE
❖ “Smart Agricultural Support System” won 2nd prize in National Design Contest NI YANTRA

UNMATCHED AND UNBEATABLE RECORDS BY STUDENTS DURING 2018
18 students in the Branch wise Merit Lists of AKTU with highest tally of 3 Gold, 1 Silver and 2 Bronze Medals
Preeti Gupta received the CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL for Best B.Tech student across all branches
99% B.Tech and 98% MCA students graduated with 1st Division/Distinction
Excellent performance in GATE with Umang Agarwal securing 160th All India Rank
3 Students with CAT score above 95 with Aniket Agarwal securing 99.18 percentile
3
 students in IITs, 2 in IIMs, 1 in IISc Bangalore, 1 in BITS Pilani and many others selected for M.Tech and MBA in eminent institutions
M
 ore than 600 placements in good companies like Infosys, HCL, Torrent Power, MAQ Software, Tech Mahindra, TCS, Robert Bosch, Hero
Motocorp, Ashok Leyland, Lohia Group, Paytm, Lava International, NIIT and many more
❖ 211 students of AKGEC amongst 1900 CLAD certified and 18 students amongst 241 CLD certified professionals in the whole country
❖ Five students awarded as “University Innovation Fellows” by Hasso Plattner Design School, Stanford University, USA
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
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in terms of who produces
more, and a race to control and
exploit natural resources has
also been the hallmark of our
‘modern’ civilisation. The scale
of environmental pillage and
destruction in the last 100 years or
so has been unparalleled in human
history. And, we are all very much a
part of this process and contribute
to that, knowing or unknowingly.
Thus, it’s we who have to engage,
and decide where do we go from
here. While there has been some
kind of a progressive movement,

it’s still too meagre to overcome the
Goliath we all face. Many of us have
even gone ahead and undertaken
some water conservation activities,
restoration of water bodies, found
ways to reuse and recycle. Some of
us have even completely discarded
single-use plastic bottles, straws,
and purposefully ticked ‘no plastic
cutlery’ while ordering food online.
The otherwise popular campaigns
around ‘save water’, four Rs (refuse,
reduce, recycle, reuse), ‘say no to
plastics’ that have been yielding
some results; creative folks have

gradually shifted to somewhat
more evolved messaging and many
of us have begun internalising
them too. Thus messages like ‘say
more to less’, ‘your brand might
have a drinking problem’ and
‘make India water-positive’, ‘planet
or plastic’ are trending rapidly.
Throwing up numbers is always
a good idea and helps situate
oneself in the larger context, reflect
and rediscover. For example, a
few grim numbers like—it takes
17,000 litres of water to make a
kilo of chocolate; 10,000 to make

Mid-way into 2019, as the entire world comes together to
address critical environmental issues, it’s time everyone works
together so we can leave a better world for the next generation.
Vistara |
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a pair of denims; 8,000 for a pair
of shoes and 910 to build a mobile
phone, industries are ‘consuming
70% of our entire usable water’,
‘5 trillion pieces of plastics are
already floating on our oceans’,
‘by 2050 every seabird will be
eating plastics’ and that nano
plastics have already entered
global food chains—surely plays
on our mind when we think of how
and what we buy, consume and
dispose. Consequently, brands
get pushed back, only to swiftly
mainstream sustainability in their
supply chains and ensure global
certifications, like ‘bon sucro’ for
sustainable sugar cane production.
Similarly, it certainly pains to
read that ‘globally, it is likely
that over 80% of wastewater is
released to the environment
without adequate
treatment’ (UNESCO,
2017). As for India,
millions of our farmers
and urban residents
are a distressed lot
as their borewells

and traditional sources of water are
drying up, getting contaminated
with hazardous chemicals. On the
other hand, several industries and
manufacturing plants are drilling
deeper in excess of even 1,000 feet.
And they aren’t alone. Pressure
from scarcity of water is mounting
on others too. More states and
countries are now locking horns,
some have even been slugging it
out for several decades with no
signs of truce. Look at Tamil NaduKarnataka, Haryana-Delhi, bloody
conflicts between Rwanda and
Sudan and Middle East. After all,
it’s a battle for survival!

Need of the hour
So, with India’s unprecedented
water emergency, afflicting
everyone—from households,
farmers, manufacturers to
governments—there is a growing
stress on private entities’ social
licence to operate (SLO) on one
hand and those in power on
the other. What’s worse, a very
large number of manufacturing
plants do not have even rainwater
harvesting systems. Instead, they
annually pump millions of litres
of water from severely diminished
aquifers and sometimes pay
modest tax on its use to their
local Panchayats or industry
associations.
Can these firms, with huge roofs
running into several thousand
square feet, not connect the edges,
channelise rainwater, store for
their use and transfer the excess to
the neighbourhood communities?
Should becoming a water-positive
brand not become a top priority for
business sustainability? Same with
the government institutions having
sizeable roofs. Does this require
some kind of a stringent law or cess
to be in place? The government
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Alarming

needs to ensure that each village,
each human habitat has sustainable
clean water body, with the same
sense of urgency as with Aadhaar
and GST.

In India, the per capita
availability of water has
dropped from

Likewise, the focus of sustainability
reporting and Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) surely has to
shift a bit. Most of the CSR spends
are predominantly decided on the
basis of where the company offices
and manufacturing plants are
located. Thus, already backward
districts in several states and entire
Northeast (comprising seven states)
gets no help from these industries
even as they push for newer markets
in tier-three towns. Commercially

figures

5,177 cubic metres
in 1951 to 1,545
cubic metres in
2011,

below the ‘stress level’ of

1,700 cubic metres.

By 2050, India could well
reach the water scarcity
level of

1,000 cubic metres.

well-off states, on the other hand,
like Maharashtra, Gujarat, Karnataka,
and Tamil Nadu receive 60% of the
CSR capital.
Already mid-way into 2019, and
amidst the entire world coming
together to address critical global
warming, and biodiversity issues, it’s
time Indian government, industry
and ‘we the citizens of India’ align
ourselves to ‘shift’ our focus. Water
is critical to us all. It’s central to
ensuring good governance and that
businesses remain sustainable over
the long-term.
The author is the Founder & Chief Executive
of Sustainability Co-creators (SUSCO).

vistara QUIZ
Question 3: Who is the author of the book The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the
Unthinkable?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners for each question will be eligible for prizes.
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story frames
Life Under water

The Blue Membrane of Life
As a specie that lives on land, we sometimes forget that not only
did life on Earth originate because of our oceans, it also owes its
continuous existence to the balance of the oceanic ecosystem.
Our future hinges on marine environmental protection.
images // Aditya Havellia

Live in Harmony
Over 3 billion people globally
depend on marine and coastal
biodiversity for their subsistence.
For sustained and holistic growth,
it is essential to live in harmony
with nature and restore the
health of Earth’s ecosystem.
Seen here: A green turtle in
Sipadan National Park, Malaysia.

story frames
Life Under water

Reduce Carbon Footprint
Oceans already absorb approximately 1/3
of the carbon dioxide produced by humans.
With increasing pollution, this level has been
constantly rising and making the water more
acidic, thereby affecting biodiversity. This can be
reduced by being mindful towards the carbon
footprint and energy consumption.
Seen here: A green turtle swimming alongside a
school of jacks, off the coast of Malaysia.
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Preserve Marine Life
Oceans cover three quarters
of the planet’s surface area
and contain 97% of its water.
There are over 2 lakh identified
and countless unidentified
species that call the oceans their
home. Our lifestyle habits are
increasingly making the oceans
uninhabitable, thereby running
the risk of killing off these species.
Seen here: A school of snappers
at the Mabul Island, Malaysia.

story frames
Life Under water

Global Co-operation
With almost 3 billion people dependent on it for food, oceans serve as the largest source of protein
worldwide. Unmonitored fishing is causing rapid depletion of fish species and a subsequent loss of coastal
habitats. The need of the hour is sustained international co-operation to regulate fish harvesting and
understanding issues critical for life under water.
Seen here: The False Clown Fish in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, India.
Vistara |
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Imagination Empowered @ Sushant
If you dream
in square foot

(Approved by COA)

If your ideas can stand the test of time,
we’ll help them with great platforms

Imagination + Innovation
= Better world

Design

story frames
Life Under water

Restoring the Balance
United Nations has a list of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) which are global
goals to end poverty, protect the planet
and ensure that all people enjoy peace and
prosperity. SDG #14 seeks to protect life
under water by promoting sustainable and
inclusive fishing, reducing marine pollution and
strengthening marine protected areas.
Seen here: A blue spotted sting ray in Mabul
Island, Malaysia.

story frames
Life Under water

Keep Corals Alive
Coral reefs cover only 0.1 per cent of
the ocean but they host over 25 per
cent of all marine life. Found along the
coast of 100 countries, of which 80 are
developing, they sustain livelihood and
also offer protection during weatherrelated disasters and lessen flooding
during storms.
Seen here: A school of jacks in the
Sipadan National Park, Malaysia.

DEHRADUN

TRANSFORMING DREAMS INTO REALITY

Reasons to Join Graphic Era
Approved by AICTE

NIRF Ranking 2019

Accredited by NAAC

Only Deemed to be University/
University of the region

Ranked #1 in Uttarakhand
(After IIT-Roorkee) & Ranked 104 in
All India (Engineering Category)

Grade “A” with highest Grade
score in the region

NBA Accreditation

Highest Package
(2019 Passing out Batch)

Careers 360 Rating (2019)

for CSE, ME & ECE

Rs.40.67 Lacs in Adobe

Scholarship for Girl Candidates
Additional 10% of tution
fee in all semesters

Earn a Foreign Degree
1+1, 2+2 and 3+1 year study
plans with reputed foreign
universities.

Foreign Internship & Academic
Exchange Programs
with reputed American &
European Universities

Ward of Defence
Personnel Concession
Additional 5% waiver on tution
fee in all semesters

AAAA+
(Engineering Category)

Merit Based Scholarships
Upto 75% of Tution Fee

PSU Placements
Students are consistently getting
placed in ISRO, BARC, ONGC,
IOCL etc.

Only Deemed to be University in Uttarakhand with Technology Business Incubator (TBI) sponsored
by Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India and contributing extensively to the startup
ecosystem. Our incubate Sunfox Technologies got appreciation from Hon’ble Prime Minister of
India Sh. Narendra Modi live on National TV for their innovation “Spandan” which is the world’s
smallest and smartest ECG machine.

www.geu.ac.in

Toll free: 1800 270 1280

personality
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The first Indian to receive the
United Nations ‘Champion
of the Earth’ environmental
award is leading a movement of
unprecedented magnitude to
save his city from environmental
degradation.

Afroz Shah
The Tide Turner

pile of sand mixed with
a heap of incongruous
objects washed
ashore by the sea
with the waves sprinting, sliding,
and ruefully roaring around the
human-made mess on the threekm Versova beach in Mumbai
was an unsettling sight for young
lawyer, Afroz Shah.

A

There was five-and-a-half-feet pile
of garbage on one of Mumbai’s
largest beaches, the same
beach where he played as a kid.
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Reminiscing about that fateful day,
Shah says, “I purchased a house in
Versova and was shocked to see the
view from my 10th floor window.
I could see the whole beach
drowned in garbage and filth. It
was a horrific sight. I was in deep
trauma. A beach that I had enjoyed
as a teen was lost.”
The sight led him to start the
clean-up drive in October 2015,
and in four and a half years, the
beach has witnessed a beautiful
makeover. It has gone from being
a trash can to a clean and green
space within the city. What started
with a thought at an individual
level went on to become the
world’s most massive ever beach
clean-up activity.

Cause and effect
Shah, a Mumbaikar, is a global
hero by virtue of his action. His
early years were tough. A working
mother and a broken home
burdened his childhood. But like a
true survivor, he excelled and went
on to finish his law graduation in
first class and won a gold medal
in post graduation (Constitutional
Law) from the Mumbai University.
He had studied environmental

law as a subject, and shot a short
film on River Mithi—its birth and
its death. “That was in 2005, much
before the great Mumbai flood. The
film was prophetic. As a child, my
father used to regularly take me to
the Vihar and Powai lakes. I guess
that early exposure connected me
to River Mithi, which is an outflow
of these lakes,” he recalls. Now
Afroz spends every Sunday on
the banks of Mithi—cleaning and
training people to adopt a circular
economy with waste management.

Legal Eagle
While studying at the law school,
Shah went on to intern as a law
clerk under Justice Dilip Bhosale
(former judge and former chief
justice of Allahabad High Court)
at the Bombay High Court. It was
his chamber where he picked
up advocacy in its infancy. “For
a law student to work with a
High Court judge was an honour
and an experience of a lifetime.
Just listening to the seniors for
hours prepared me well for the
profession,” he recounts.
Another change of guard saw him
join the chambers of one of the
greatest lawyers of the Bombay

What started with a thought at an
individual level went on to become
the world’s most massive beach
clean-up activity.
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“Shah’s efforts and the
hundreds of volunteers
he’s inspired is a wonderful
example of citizen action and
reminds the rest of the world
that even the most ambitious
of global agreements are only
as good as the individual action
that brings them to life.”

The green
warrior’s work
and its impact:
1. Cleaning drive is
carried out every
evening for two hours
and every weekend for
the whole day.
2. Citizens clean and
then run a training
programme for slum
dwellers to make their
homes generate zero
garbage.
3. There are more
than 50,000 citizens
working to clean the
beaches, on a weekly
basis.
4. Multiple plastic
manufacturing
companies are
working hard to
implement the
‘Extended Producers
Responsibility.’
5. After the Versova
beach success,
another beach at Dana
Pani is also witnessing
similar citizen action.
River Mithi (18-km
river in Mumbai) is
also undergoing a
transformation.
6. 43 villages in Sanjay
Gandhi National
Park (25,000 acres)
are being trained to
make the houses a
‘zero garbage’ zone to
avoid human-animal
conflict.

-Erik Solheim,
United Nations Environment
Project Chief
High Court, the brilliant and
charismatic Darius Khambata.
“I am what I am because of
what I learned from Darius.
Darius was a genius lawyer,
a gem of a human being
and the most wonderful
senior I could wish for,” says
Shah reminiscing his days
with Darius.

The beach talk
Shah started the clean-up
drive with just two pairs of
hands—his and his 84-yearold neighbour Harbansh
Mathur—in October 2015. “I
could complain to the local
municipality or I could move
the court. But eventually I
realised that it was not just
about bad governance. It
was also about irresponsible
citizenry,” he quips.
He agrees that while the
Government must do its duty,
so must each of us. “It is my
ocean, my planet, my lake, my
river, my forest, my country,”
says Shah, explaining the
rationale that prompted him
to start the beach clean-up.

Vistara |

People’s participation
The problem of plastic in the
ocean is unprecedented. A
study by the Ellen Mcarthur
Foundation and World
Economic Forum (WEF)
predicts that there will be more
plastic in the ocean than fish –
by weight – by 2050. The story
of whales dying because of
swallowing plastic is a fact. He
himself has seen turtles having
plastic straws in their nostrils
and dolphins washing ashore
with plastic in their belly; it is a
wake-up call for humans.
“Plastic is being sold with
every product but the
waste generated was not
being handled properly by
consumers, plastic producers
(who had to legally take it back
to the recycling centre) or the
urban local bodies,” he rues.
“I needed more hands at the
beach so I initiated one on one
conversations with people.
I started by approaching my
immediate neighbours,” he
says with a smile. “Sometimes
I would walk to people’s
houses, requesting them to
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join the beach cleaning,”
he explains his strategy to
mobilise support. One-to-one
contact did the trick and it led
to an exponential growth of
the citizen’s movement.
After the message spread
through word of mouth, came
the social media outreach.
He worked on two crucial
aspects. Firstly he worked on
changing individual mindset
and secondly reforming
the waste management
system. “Citizens boarded
the bandwagon. The plastic
manufacturing companies
lent a helping hand and
the local municipality,
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation, became a trusted
partner. Everybody held each
other’s hand to achieve the
impossible,” he says with
a deep breath. The result
was a clean Versova beach.
Miraculously the endangered
Olive Ridley Turtles nested
and hatched at the Versova
beach after 25 years, in 2018.
(As told to Shillpi A Singh)

we care
wildlife

Everything Matters
Protect Wildlife, Conserve Nature

India’s wildlife is under severe threat. The majestic Asian elephant, the
magnificent tiger, the elusive sloth bear and rare pangolins have fast
become ‘the hunted’. While time is running out for these animals, it’s
never too late to help and save them from extinction.
words & images // Wildlife SOS Team

we care
wildlife

nspired to start
a movement and
create lasting change
to protect and
conserve India’s wildlife and
rich natural heritage, founders
Kartick Satyanarayan and Geeta
Seshamani established a nonprofit charity Wildlife SOS in
1995 with a mission to make a
difference. Today, the organisation
has evolved into one of the largest
wildlife protection institutions
in South Asia and actively works
to protect and conserve wildlife
and their habitats with wildlife
rescue centres across India for
bears, elephants, tigers, leopards,
reptiles, primates and birds. The
dedicated Wildlife SOS team, with
the invaluable support of donors,
work to make a difference in
protecting nature.

I

Wildlife SOS works in partnership
with indigenous communities
by helping create alternative and
sustainable livelihoods to remove
dependence on exploitation of
wild animals.

it a punishable offence with a
jail sentence of up to 7 years if
a poacher is convicted. Yet, this
practice of dancing bears had
carried on, in blatant disregard of
the law and was a common sight
during the 1990s and until 2009.
Thus, started the flagship project
of Wildlife SOS to tackle the illegal

trafficking of this charismatic
species of bears and the cruel
entertainment industry they were
trapped in. In order to protect the
indigenous sloth bear population,
efforts had to be made at different
tiers. Wildlife SOS and its founders
started by winning the trust of the
Kalandar community and focussed
not only on rescuing the bears but

Wildlife SOS
focussed not only
on rescuing the
sloth bears but
also assisted in
providing alternative
employment to
the Kalandar
community.

A Success Story
For over 400 years, the shy and
elusive sloth bear has been a
target of human exploitation. The
nomadic Kalandar tribe used them
as ‘dancing’ bears for entertaining
the harem of Mughal emperors.
Over centuries, the emperors and
kingdoms disappeared, but sadly
the dancing bear trade stayed on,
transitioning to a cheap street
entertainment for tourists who
paid to watch the bears, unaware
of the laws that protect them in
India. Sloth bears are only found
in the Indian subcontinent with
a subspecies in Sri Lanka thus
making it a rare and endangered
species that has the same level
of protection as the tiger. The
Wildlife Protection Act 1972 makes

Top: Skill training programmes to provide alternate livelihood options are regularly arranged; Above: Sloth bears at the Wildlife SOS
Agra Rescue Centre
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also helping alleviate the Kalandar
community’s poverty.
Wildlife SOS also helped fight
social evils like child marriage
in the community, introduced
education, women empowerment
and finally alternate livelihood
that gradually uprooted the evil
practice effectively while leaving
a lasting and positive impact on
the community. The founders of
Wildlife SOS recall that on several
occasions they were threatened by
community members who saw their
efforts as a threat to their livelihood.
But seventeen long years later, the
persistence of Wildlife SOS paid off
and the Kalandar men and women
have transitioned to alternative
livelihoods that are legal.

In 2010, Wildlife SOS took on a jumbo task of protecting
elephants in India and established India’s first and only Elephant
Conservation and Care Centre (ECCC) in Mathura.
Wildlife SOS Co-founder and
Secretary Geeta Seshamani recalls,
“It was difficult to gain the trust
and co-operation from this hostile
community, who felt that Wildlife
SOS was attempting to take away
their only means of survival. Over
time they realised that our intention
was to help and support them.”
In 1999, Wildlife SOS established
the Agra Bear Rescue Facility in
collaboration with the Indian
Government and the Uttar Pradesh
Forest Department which is today
the largest rehabilitation centre in
the world for sloth bears.
Wildlife SOS Co-founder and
CEO Kartick Satyanarayan shares
with pride, “Till date, Wildlife SOS
has rescued over 628 sloth bears,
provided rehabilitation support to
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wildlife

over thousands of Kalandars and
paid for the education of over
6,000 Kalandar children while also
empowering the women in the
community.”

Conservation Efforts
The victory with the bear problem
gave Wildlife SOS courage to take
on a bigger challenge. In 2010,
Wildlife SOS took on a jumbo task
of protecting elephants in India and
established India’s first and only
Elephant Conservation and Care
Centre (ECCC) in Mathura with the
aim of rehabilitating severely abused
and exploited captive elephants.
The ECCC is an elephant camp
and is home to over 20 rescued
elephants. It is a living example
of compassionate and humane
management of elephants in India.
In keeping with our objectives
to rescue and rehabilitate
elephants in distress and provide
them with the highest degree of
medical care available, Wildlife
SOS recently constructed India’s
first Elephant Hospital specially
designed to treat injured, sick and
geriatric elephants. The hospital
is equipped with an in-built
pathological laboratory, Digital
Wireless Radiology X-ray Unit,
Medical Hoist to lift an injured
elephant and Hydrotherapy pool
which is basically a giant jacuzzi
for jumbos with 21 high speed

jets that massage different parts
of an elephant to give relief from
muscular pain and tissue damage.
The Elephant Hospital also has
facilities to house and observe
elephants overnight with infra-red
close circuit cameras to monitor
the pachyderm patients.
Wildlife SOS also runs specialised
rescue centres for leopards,
tigers, primates, birds, reptiles,
Asiatic Black Bears (moon

Refuse to Ride
Wildlife SOS recently launched the ‘REFUSE TO
RIDE’ campaign to highlight the brutal truth about
‘elephant rides’ to educate the tourists and general
public about how for a few minutes of fun the
elephant has to suffer its entire life. Over 20,000
people have taken an oath to never ride elephants.
The campaign website www.refusetoride.org helps
to empower people make a responsible choice
by informing them about the true facts behind
elephant rides and how baby elephants are stolen
from their mothers and brutalised so they can be
trained to give rides to tourists.
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bears), Himalayan Brown
Bears, etc., and works to help
mitigate human wildlife conflict
in states like Chhattisgarh,
Jammu and Kashmir, Gujarat
and Maharashtra. Our mission
is to educate the public to help
increase tolerance and acceptance
of other wildlife, so communities
can learn to live peacefully and
coexist with them.
Wildlife SOS also runs several
wildlife hotlines in Delhi NCR,
Agra and Vadodara with rescue
team working round the clock
attending to distress calls from the
public, police, animal lovers and
organisations about wild animals
in distress or trapped in conflict
situations.
Visit / Volunteer with Wildlife SOS
People wanting to learn more about Wildlife
SOS and interested to support this noble cause
can visit or volunteer at WSOS Centres where
they can learn how to help care for animals.
More details at: https://wildlifesos.org/

forecast
tarot

m o n t h ly F o r e c a s t

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

Be sure to handle financial
negotiations and business
transactions before you get
started, or misunderstandings
will arise. A professional call is
indicated and a family event
is in store. You will feel ill and
cranky and will fear the worst.

Money will be flowing in and
a financial problem will be
resolved in a positive way. You
will experience love and harmony
with your sisters and brothers
even if you’ve had a falling-out
in the past. Watch out for minor
accidents around home.

A surprising news could lead
to an unexpected trip. Be
ready to move quickly. Allow
others to help you; don’t
be afraid to take chances.
Troubles or disputes will
end. Watch your health
during low energy periods.

Money will be slow in coming,
and not as much as you
hoped for. You will have
conflicts with others. Your
success will come through an
impromptu business proposal.
Watch out for throat or ear
problems.

Lucky Colour: Pink

Lucky Colour: Violet

Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Colour: Mustard

Lucky Number: 9

Lucky Number: 7

Lucky Number: 7

Lucky Number: 2

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

You will want to get away
from work but it will
keep pulling you back. An
unexpected financial gain
is on the cards. Maintain
emotional balance, and take
things slow and easy. Watch
out for tension aches.

You will handle your affairs
skillfully. Love will be more
important than work. You will
have a ‘tug of war’ between
your mind and heart. Financial
obstacles will be surmounted.
Too much of action may affect
your health.

Your success will come through
a new career direction. Trying to
take on too many things at once
is taking its toll. All is going out
and nothing is coming in. Internal
conflicts and emotional tribulation
will come to an end. Health reads
fine.

You’ll begin a new project. A
transfer of ownership will be
processed and completed. You
will suddenly become more goaloriented and motivated. Finances
will start rolling in. Luck will be
with you in getting a new job or
employment opportunity.

Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

Lucky Colour: Navy

Lucky Colour: Parrot Green

Lucky Colour: Chocolate Brown

Lucky Number: 3

Lucky Number: 6

Lucky Number: 2

Lucky Number: 9

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

Expect a positive flow of
creative and innovative ideas
and lots of praise. A profitable
trip is in store for you, maybe
overseas. A call or union with an
admirer will bring a refreshing
change and a fresh start.

A very positive financial message is
in offing. If obstacles are confronting
you, it is because you’re moving
in the wrong direction. Be honest
with yourself. Spend some quality
time with your children. Invest some
money as it will be needed later.

Things will not go as planned,
there will be a lot of obstacles.
Let go of situations that no
longer serve a purpose in your
evolution. Stay away from
unnecessary arguments, as they
will have a negative outcome.

A financial transaction bothering
you will have a positive outcome.
Count your blessings and thank
God for whatever you have. An
addition to the family is on the
cards. Watch your health for
dental problems.

Lucky Colour: Salmon Pink

Lucky Colour: Pearl White

Lucky Colour: Black

Lucky Colour: Orange

Lucky Number: 4

Lucky Number: 1

Lucky Number:5

Lucky Number: 5

PISCES

Poonam Sethi is an internationally-acclaimed Tarot card reader, Reiki healer, colour therapist, Feng Shui practitioner, crystal healer, a specialist in
removal and balancing the negative energies and a rudraksha consultant. She can be contacted at poonamsethi27@hotmail.com
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Miracles of
Promotion

NUMEROLOGY
SANDHIYA MEHHTA
Ace Numerologist, Vastu expert, Third eye healer & Reiki grandmaster.
Awarded as the ‘Pride of India’ by the ex chief minister of Delhi, Smt. Sheila Dixit.
Titled as ‘Indian Nostradamus’ for her precise political predictions, since 2001 for our prime ministers.

SPOTLIGHT
WHAT IS MY REMEDY?

My remedy is a tool I’ve devised through
intensive research over years to balance your
energies in your birth graph. By precisely
studying the effect of each energy, and its
powers we can enhance the missing energies
to help you get successful results. It's not an
overnight change, nothing is a miracle, but I
will guide you to work on your missing
energies. The universe is balanced, wherein
to gain something, one must lose something
too. In this case we will help you lose your
negativities, and help you stay positive,
strong and successful.

The only successful Numerologist to
have created self-htelp remedies for
your fortune and prosperity, growth
and sustainable success

INVEST IN
UNDERSTANDING
YOURSELF

In todays materialistic age, we try to grow
and achieve everything out of our reach,
and after failing blame the universe for not
allowing us a fair chance. We must try and
understand ourselves first, and numerology helps you to learn about the most
hidden aspect of your life. ‘I don't say
numerology will make you the richest
man, because being rich isn’t the biggest
achievement, but if you take my help, I
shall help you be a better person.’
Take time out to study yourself, and
numerology can be a tool to help you in
this.
Book your consultation for yourself, or
your family, children’s education, marriage
or your career & business ventures
SANDHIYA MEHHTA / YELLOW SOUL
H/0 Mumbai :+91 9769071673 /
+91 9819921673
Delhi: +91-9654483695

Numerology is the most accurate predictive science and
has evolved over the ages as a guidance tool for the
people. Above giving just in depth knowledge, it
empowers to plan, sketch your future and grow as a
person. Sandhiya Mehhta, with her unmatched
knowledge and expertise, with her wisdom and
applications has excelled in the world of numerological
sciences with researches and positive results and is a
world wide brand. She has been awarded ‘The Nari
Ratna award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award,
Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila Shiromani award, 4p
Brand recognitions, The Global Indian Leaders
excellence award, Savvy woman honours 2016 from
the hands of Iconic bollywood hero Dharmendra and
many more such accolades internationally.
Numerology analyses your past,
present and future.
Every individual is unique and has their own balance of
positive and negative energies, which Sandhiya Mehhta
helps them study, by a detailed consultation. “To a
person who seeks success, my system will bring
success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who
are already successful it will bring sustainability,
positive reinforcements, further success and
introduce to a new and higher perspective and
lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
I am someone who has evolved with every step of my
life and have just tried to be better at what I love. I don't
just predict your future, I communicate, consult and
help you empower your energies.
My exclusive research and study of missing numbers in
your birth graph helps me to determine your strong
energies, and to uplift the missing energies to suit to
your dreams and ambitions. With my unique scientific
methods, I strengthen these missing energies in your
graph. Its like providing nutrition to a body, by way of
simple remedies and self improvement tools that I have
developed by myself.
Rahu and Shani :
The curious case of 4 & 8
With nearly 70% people somehow connected to 4 or 8,
one wonders why is there so much hardship in the
world. There will be disappointments, delays, hardships,
slow growth, but these numbers are powerful friends if
you wish to have them in your team. If channelised, their
energies can be used effectively to push you in the right
direction, and at least not to make you worry about
their mythical nature of negativity. I will, understand
your difficulties and suggest you measures, we will
empower your life and, learn through 4 & 8 and reap
more fruits of your hard work than you would have
previously did.

1, 9, 5, 3 : The positive side
Individually every number has its massive
merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it can’t do much for
you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers
and should get magnanimous success as per
individual calculations, but if you are still
struggling and have faced certain problems
you should try and understand your state of
energies and detangle the web, to create a
free path for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but
lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many
numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have
to empower these combinations in our
fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary,
which makes us exemplary individuals,
helping not just themselves but also their
families, society, someone in need who looks
upto you.
My Numerology for the success
road ahead
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is
nothing more powerful than to understand
yourself, your potentials, what holds you
back, what drives you forward.” I provide
you this knowledge about yourself, though
numerology. Knowledge about finances,
career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months,
years, things that help you have a strong
backup plan for everything in life. “No
mantra, fasting, name changes singularly
guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you
who has to foresee the future, and I help you
to do so.” If you believe in yourself and the
universe, let me just show you a direction, you
yourself will lead on the right path and
achieve the results within no time. I have
received tremendous positive feedbacks to
have faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of
work and use it to help people, guide them
and provide them with some efficient ways to
be happy, peaceful, ever-glorious and a good
part of our society. I continue to achieve
results with all my clients."-Sandhiya Mehhta.

Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
@SandhiyaMehta
Sandhiya.Mehhta

IN FOCUS

Silhouette:

Geometric lines that
create a stunning
effect in eyewear
fashion

It’s hard to imagine the fashion
world without timeless classics like
checker prints, stripes and polka-dots,
even in the summers of 2018-2019.
Menswear designers have also drawn
inspiration from interior design trends,
transforming upholstery fabrics and
textural materials into sophisticated
clothing and accessories. A long-time
star on the international runways of
men’s fashion weeks is the pinstripe.
Even today, it is synonymous with
sharply tailored suits and a welldeveloped fashion sense.
Now, Silhouette, an Austrian family
business, presents its own linear
interpretations in May 2019 with
Prestige, the new temple design for
men. Geometric patterns on highcarat precious metals live up to the
collection’s illustrious name. Created
for discerning, masculine lovers of

beauty, these contemporary, textural
patterns consist of fine geometric
lines, set in intricate juxtapositions
and embossed using a high-quality
two-tone effect. Each pair is coated
with multiple layers of 23-carat yellow
gold as well as rhodium or ruthenium,
encapsulating timelessness and urban
luxury. The hand-polished surfaces
add a touch of cosmopolitan flair.
Down to the finest detail, each pair is
a study in perfection, manufactured
with the utmost precision.
Choose from three timeless yet
modern lens shapes including
a double-bridge version, the
highlight of this collection. These
characteristically ultralight men’s
models are available in three fine
colour combinations: Ruthenium–
Burgundy, Gold–Black and Rhodium–
Anthracite.

A Culinary Destination
Kiara Soul Kitchen

A restaurant by two brothers who left their corporate jobs to start a
restaurant with a cause—Kiara Soul Kitchen has established itself into a
culinary destination of its kind in Delhi. Kiara Soul Kitchen (in Hindi: God’s
precious gift) goes beyond biases about vegetarian food as it serves mooduplifting, flavourful food, topped with a generous helping of culinary art.
The cuisine is innovative with dishes like Miso Infused Pearl Millets
(Bajra) yet very mindful using freshly sourced vegetables from their farm,
no artificial taste enhancers and moderate use of oil. The restaurant
claims the recipes are highly customisable to meet individual dietary
requirements yet promising to scintillate your taste buds.
From food connoisseurs to top industrialists, one may often spot India’s
well-heeled dining here, devouring delicious vegetarian dishes over a glass
of wine.
“Dining at Kiara is a very JK Rowling meets Mark Twain kind of experience;
this is where flights of fantasy meet culinary realities, where fusion doesn’t
lead to confusion, and a creative mélange of flavours weave a tale of
beautiful surprises.” – A leading national daily
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Experience
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Enjoy Vistara’s
playlist that has
been specially
curated for boarding
and landing

Pg

114

Explore the options
available for inflight
entertainment
when flying with
Vistara

Pg

118
Make your
travel a truly
personalised
flying
experience

Pg

124

The fastest
rewarding
Frequent Flyer
Program
is here

vistara experience

v i s ta r a’ s
june
Pl a y l i s t
From soft rock to bluesy
jazz tunes, explore the
June playlist played
during boarding and
landing on our A320 Neos.

Just A Song Before I Go
Crosby, Stills & Nash
Graham Nash wrote this song on
a bet while leaving from Hawaii
where the band was touring. They
were on the way to the airport
when someone challenged him
saying “You’ve got half an hour, why
don’t you just write a song before
you go?”
It’s What We Do
Pink Floyd
This song appears in the band’s
15th and last studio album The
Endless River that released in
November 2014. Following The
Division Bell (1994), it is the third
Pink Floyd album recorded under
the leadership of guitarist David
Gilmour.

Pink Floyd

Crosby, Stills & Nash

José Feliciano

Summer Wine (feat. Bono)
The Corrs
‘Summer Wine’ was written by
Lee Hazlewood and originally
sung by Suzi Jane Hokom and Lee
Hazlewood in 1966. This legendary
song has been covered by various
artists over the years, The Corrs
being one of them.
I Want to Know What Love Is
Foreigner
This power ballad was penned
by Foreigner guitarist Mick Jones
at three in the morning. Jones
believed that the song came to
him from ‘a higher force’ that was
an expression of his emotional
private life.
I Loved Another Woman
Fleetwood Mac
Guitarist Peter Green’s ability to
balance humour and vulnerability is
clearly on display with the original,
‘If I Loved Another Woman.’ This
song reveals a glimpse of the
Latin-blues blend that Green later
perfected with the song ‘Black
Magic Woman’.
Albatross
Fleetwood Mac
The albatross reference appears
in the poem The Rhyme of the
Ancient Mariner by Samuel
Coleridge. Fleetwood Mac guitarist
Peter Green read the poem as
a child, which gave him the idea
for the song. This song was the
biggest-selling rock instrumental of
all time in the UK.
Rain
José Feliciano
José Feliciano is a Puerto Rican
musician, singer and composer
known for his fusion of styles: Latin,
jazz, blues, soul and even rock,
created primarily with his unique,
signature acoustic guitar sound.

Foreigner
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Bee Gees

‘Rain’ was one of his greatest hits from
the album Alive Alive O! that released
in 1969.
How Deep Is Your Love
Bee Gees
This pop ballad was written and
recorded by the Bee Gees in 1977.
A massive hit, this song won the
1977 Grammy Award for ‘Best Pop
Performance By A Group’. It also ranked
Number 375 on Rolling Stone’s list of
the 500 Greatest Songs of All Time.
Imagine
John Lennon
The legendary peace anthem, written
and performed by Lennon, this song is
written in hopes of an idealistic world
where things that divide people such as
religion, materialism, caste, etc., don’t
exist. Imagine that!
These Are the Days of Our Lives
Queen
Although this song was credited to the
whole band, it was largely written by
Queen’s drummer Roger Taylor. This
song was released as a single in the US
on Freddie Mercury’s 45th birthday and
the video for the same was Mercury’s
last filmed performance.
Oxygène, Pt. 4
Jean-Michel Jarre
A French synthesiser player, JeanMichel Jarre abandoned his musical
studies in 1967 to experiment with
synthesisers. ‘Oxygène’ was one of his
most popular singles that made it to
the Top 10 in the UK Singles chart.
What A Wonderful World
Louis Armstrong
Louis Armstrong was able to nail
the sentiment of this popular song
perfectly when he recorded it in
August 1967. Written by George
Weiss, the song was inspired by
Armstrong’s ability to bring people of
different races together.

Louis Armstrong

The Cars

Jean-Michel Jarre

The Last Worthless Evening
Don Henley
This song was written by John Corey,
Don Henley, and Stan Lynch and
recorded by Henley in 1989. Inspired
by a woman Henley saw from across
the room, it went onto rank #21 on the
US chart.
I Have Waited So Long
Foreigner
Mick Jones takes the lead vocals on
this song which features in the band’s
second studio album Double Vision
that released in 1978. This album was
the last recording with bass guitarist Ed
Gagliardi.
Witchy Woman
Eagles
One of the first songs written by Eagles
front man Don Henley, this song was
finished by him and the band guitarist
Bernie Leadon. Leadon and Henley
wrote this song about the women they
had met in their lives.
Do It Again
Steely Dan
‘Do It Again’ is a song composed by
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Walter Becker and Donald Fagen,
performed by American rock group
Steely Dan. This was a breakout hit
from their first album that featured
an unusual sound using various
unique instruments.
Shine On You Crazy Diamond
Pink Floyd
One of the most iconic songs of
the band, this ballad is a tribute to
Syd Barrett, which can also be seen
from the name of the song - ‘Shine
On You Crazy Diamond’. An original
member of Pink Floyd, the lyrics
of the song are a tribute to the big
influence that Barrett had on the
music they played. Barret’s legacy
as a great innovator in music lives
on through this song.
Drive
The Cars
This song was the band’s highestcharting US single and their
second-highest charting UK single.
A melancholy song, this is written
from a man’s perspective who is
persuading a woman to take a hard
look at what is going on in her life.
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I n fl i g h t e n t e r t a i n m e n t
Movies

tv s h o w s

Bollywood

hindi TV Shows
Comedy
Zabaan Sambhalke
The Kapil Sharma Show
Office Office
Khichdi
Sarabhai V/S Sarabhai
Shrimaan Shrimati Phir Se

Sports, Drama
Chak De! India
Soorma
Romance, Drama
Dilwale Dulhania Le
Jayenge

Pink
Kahaani
Comedy
Hera Pheri
Singh Is Kinng

Action, Thriller
Naam Shabana
Ek Tha Tiger

Romance, Comedy
Dum Laga Ke Haisha
Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi
Band Baaja Baaraat

Comedy, Drama
Chef
Karwaan
Badhaai Ho

Drama
Beyond the Clouds
Sui Dhaaga: Made in India
Swades: We, the People

Action
Sholay

Action, drama
Parmanu: The Story of
Pokhran

Action, Comedy
Bombay to Goa
Thriller
Raazi
Mardaani

Drama
Savdhaan India
Malgudi Days
Home Sweet Office
Stories By
Rabindranath Tagore
CID
The Phone Call

Romance
Jab We Met

kids
Luv Kushh

hindi tv shows

Bollywood

CHEF

Sports, Biography
M.S. Dhoni: The Untold Story

Travel &
Lifestyle
Movies, Money & More
Rocky & Mayur’s Food
Xpress
Hello Bollywood
Business
Young Turks
The Mutual Fund Show

Entertainment
Koffee With Karan

FATHER’S DAY
SPECIAL

Digital Series
Filtercopy
What I Eat In a Day
What’s In My Bag

The Kapil Sharma Show E:
The Father-Daughter Duo

HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood

FATHER OF THE BRIDE

english TV Shows

Drama
Creed

romance, drama
Me Before You

Comedy
Game Night
Father of the Bride
Mrs. Doubtfire

Adventure, Fantasy
Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban

Comedy, romance
Blended

Comedy
Modern Family
Fuller House
Friends
The Big Bang Theory
New Girl
Drama
Gilmore Girls
Gotham
The Americans
The Mentalist

Action, Sci-Fi, Thriller
Maze Runner: The Death
Cure
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Entertainment
The Biggest Weekend 2018
Grilled
Travel & Lifestyle
Design HQ
Styled by Neha
kids
Tom & Jerry Kids Show
Top Cat
The Looney Tunes Show

MRS. DOUBTFIRE

Audio
English Music

Indian Music
Genre

Indian
Music

Album Name
The Ravi Shankar Collection
Best of Bollywood: Shah Rukh Khan
Best of Me
Master Works - R. D. Burman
Best of Bollywood: Wedding Beats
Ghazal Ka Safar, Vol. 1

Artist
Ravi Shankar
Various Artists
Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy
R.D. Burman
Various Artists
Jagjit Singh, Alka Yagnik &
Hariharan
MasterWorks - Javed Akhtar
Various Artists
Master Works - Asha Bhosle
Asha Bhosle
MasterWorks - Lata Mangeshkar
Lata Mangeshkar
Rhythmic Impressions of Zakir Hussain Zakir Hussain
Cafe Classics, Vol. 1
Various Artists
Your’s Truly Arijit
Arijit Singh
From the NCPA Archives: Vilayat Khan Ustad Vilayat Khan
(Remastered)
Masterworks From the NCPA Archives: M. S. Gopalakrishnan
M. S. Gopalakrishnan (Remastered)
Masterworks From the NCPA Archives Pt. Kumar Gandharva

International
Pop

EDM

Greatest Hits

Masterworks From the NCPA Archives: Ustad Bismillah Khan
Ustad Bismillah Khan
Masterworks From the NCPA Archives: Dr. M. Balamuralikrishna
Balamuralikrishna (Remastered)
Greatest Carnatic Legends
Various Artists
Double Mandolin
The Definitive Collection

U. Srinivas
A. R. Rahman

Bollywood With Love - 90s
Bollywood Retro Fresh - 80s Hits

Various Artists
Various Artists

Bollywood Fresh-70s Served Chilled

Various Artists

Making Music

Zakir Hussain

Land of Gold

Anoushka Shankar

Vision Of Peace - The Art of Ravi
Shankar
Master Blaster - Mohammed Rafi
Master Blaster - Kishore Kumar
Best of Shaan
75th Anniversary Collection
Magical Moments

Ravi Shankar

Dear Zindagi

Amit Trivedi & Ilaiyaraaja

Led Zeppelin IV (Remastered)
L.A. Woman
Both Sides of the Sky
WALLS
The Stranger
Ten
Toys in the Attic
(What’s the Story) Morning Glory?
Born In the U.S.A.
The Dark Side of the Moon
Sheer Heart Attack
The Very Best of Sting and the Police
U218 Singles
Greatest Hits
Hell Freezes Over
The Queen of Soul
H.E.R.
Suncity
Starboy
Whitney
Number Ones
The Essential Herbie Hancock
Giant Steps
The Questions
Culcha Vulcha
Louis - The Best of Louis Armstrong
The Blues Is Alive and Well
King of the Electric Blues
Blue & Lonesome King
His Best: The Electric B.B. King
I Still Do

Rock

R&B

Mohammed Rafi
Kishore Kumar
Shaan
R.D. Burman
Jagjit Singh

Jazz

English Music
Genre

International
Pop

Album Name
The Love Train
Expectations
After Laughter
Love (Deluxe Edition)
Voicenotes
÷ (Deluxe)
24K Magic
Random Access Memories
Icarus Falls
Meaning of Life
Camila
This Is Acting (Deluxe Version)
Elvis Presley
Dangerously in Love
Thriller
Dangerous Woman (Deluxe)
1989

Blues

Artist
Meghan Trainor
Bebe Rexha
Paramore
Michael Bublé
Charlie Puth
Ed Sheeran
Bruno Mars
Daft Punk
Zayn
Kelly Clarkson
Camila Cabello
Sia
Elvis Presley
Beyoncé
Michael Jackson
Ariana Grande
Taylor Swift
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Lust for Life
Alive & Rockin’ (Live)
Nervous System
Melodrama
Views
ANTI (Deluxe)
Purpose
ABBA Gold
The Record - Their Greatest Hits
Toast to our Differences (Deluxe)
Kids in Love
Sick Boy
TRUE
Trench
Breakfast in America
Forever Man: The Best of Eric Clapton
(Deluxe Edition)
Distance Over Time (Bonus Track
Version)
Hybrid Theory

Lana Del Rey
Foreigner
Julia Michaels
Lorde
Drake
Rihanna
Justin Bieber
ABBA
Bee Gees
Rudimental
Kygo
The Chainsmokers
Avicii
twenty one pilots
Supertramp
Eric Clapton
Dream Theater
LINKIN PARK
Red Hot Chili
Peppers
Led Zeppelin
The Doors
Jimi Hendrix
Kings of Leon
Billy Joel
Pearl Jam
Aerosmith
Oasis
Bruce Springsteen
Pink Floyd
Queen
Sting & The Police
U2
Guns N’ Roses
Eagles
Aretha Franklin
H.E.R.
Khalid
The Weeknd
Whitney Houston
Stevie Wonder
Herbie Hancock
John Coltrane
Kurt Elling
Snarky Puppy
Louis Armstrong
Buddy Guy
Muddy Waters
The Rolling Stones
B.B. King
Eric Clapton

Indian and International Compilations
Album Name
Vistara’s June Playlist
Pop Queen: Madonna
Acoustic Sessions
Straight From the ‘80s
Straight From the ‘70s
Coldplay Essentials
Grammy Nominees 2019
Powerful Female Vocalists
Songs of Love
The Legacy of Queen
The Great Indian Pop
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Artist
Various Artists
Various Artists
Various Artists
Various Artists
Various Artists
Coldplay
Various Artists
Various Artists
Various Artists
Queen
Various Artists
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your admissions growth

RNI No. DELENG19645

#ThisIsYourTime

TISSOT seastar 1000
chronograph.
WATER RESISTANCE UP TO 30 BAR
(300 M / 1000 FT).
T I S S OT WATC H E S . C O M
TISSOT, INNOVATORS BY TRADITION

